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Disclaimer
This report is issued to enhance the local underwater hunters experience
with the hope that it will make your water time more productive. It is not the
intent of this report to infringe on anyone’s privacy or compromise favorite
hunting spots. I attempt to disseminate fairly general information, which I
hope will help make your ocean experience more enjoyable.
The sport of underwater hunting and or fishing can be dangerous and can
cause injury and/or death. Although these reports emphasize safety while
fishing or hunting, no person should rely on this information for his or her
own safety. It is each individual personally responsibility to fish and/or hunt
safely.
The information contained in this report is designed as a reference and is not
designed to be a substitute for formal training and or instruction by a
qualified instructor or institution. Misunderstanding any information or
strategies outlined in this report may result in serious injury and/or death
and not the responsibility of the author. Each underwater hunter or
fisherman is responsible for exercising sound judgment when making
decisions about their own abilities and limitations relating to underwater
hunting and or fishing.
The author provides no guarantees or warranties, expressed or implied. The
information contained in this report is accurate and/or correct to the best of
the author’s knowledge.
You agree to assume all responsibilities and risk for all related activities and
outcomes while using any of the strategies and/or information contained in
this report. You and your heirs agree to release the author and his estate
from all liability now and forever for information contained herein.
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Fish of the Month (Another Magnificent Croaker)
Species:

Spain Corvina (Argyrososmus regius)

Spanish Corvina
These fish were speared in Span. They are members of the croaker family, very similar to the
Sea of Cortez Totuava and larger than our White Sea bass. They grow to weights well over 120
lbs. The fish above are around 70-90 lbs.
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Corvina
This photo illustrates that this species of croaker (Argyrososmus regius) have no belly seam and
look very similar in shape and color to the great Totuava of the Sea of Cortez. Although they
grow to weights well in excess of 100 lb. they fall well short of the size of their 300 lb. Totuava
relatives.
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Web Links of the Month
The following link is an extremely important tool you will need to find and catch the big
ones.
http://www.terrafin.com/sstview/index.htm
Terrafin water temperature and Chlorophyll reports not only help me determine where to find
the big ones here in California but also give me the same information on areas in Mexico and
other hunting areas around the world.
Terrafin is a must have tool if you want to be on the cutting edge and catch the record fish.
#1 Fishing Radio Talk Show in the West!
http://www.hookup690.com/
Let’s Talk Hook-up with Pete Gray and Rick Maxa is the #1 Fishing Radio Talk Show in the
West! Let’s Talk Hook-up airs every Saturday and Sunday from 7-9AM on the mighty 1090 on
your AM radio dial. Let’s Talk Hook-up has a wide variety of quality products and services
sponsors and I encourage folks to check them out when planning an offshore adventure or
fishing trip.
I was the fortunate to be first (underwater or blue water hunter) guest ever on this show. To get
a copy of that show which aired on Sunday June 16th go to the following web site:
Next guest appearance (Sunday October 16th)
http://www.976-tuna.com/download.php?view.24
The June 16th show received so much positive feedback; Peter Gray decided to do an entire
show on underwater hunting. He has invited Terry Maas and me to join him for an upcoming
show which will air on Sunday October 16th from 7-9 AM. Tune in for an interesting two hours
of underwater hunting information and adventure.
A beautiful web site with a wonderful message
http://www.llangley.com/yoga/wisdom/rightnow[2].htm
This web site illustrates how powerful the Internet medium can be, log on and enjoy.
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Catch of the Month

184 lbs. Wahoo
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Catch By:
Status:
Species:
Weight:
Location:

Sara Hayward
Pending IGFA World Record
Wahoo (Acanthocybium solandri )
184 lbs.
Cabo San Lucas, Mexico

Pending IGFA World Record
Fifteen year old Sara Hayward of Nacogdoches, Texas were with her family on vacation in Cabo
San Lucas, Mexico. They wanted to go fishing and rented the Pez Espada with a captain named
Garry Martinez.
The next day Mr. Tim Hayward had no luck getting any of the Haywards out of bed at 6:30 AM.
Only Sara was willing to go fishing with her dad at this early hour. They headed out past the
Cabo san Lucas arch toward the 95 stop approximately 10 miles southwest. The day was going
well as they caught a few small Yellowfin tuna.
It was approximately 11:45 AM when they decided to head home. Around 5 miles from the arch
when the sweet sound of “hookup,” rang out.
Sara immediately grabbed the trolling rod and started to reel! Around 45 minutes later Sara was
tiring but kept the pressure on. Then the deckhand screamed, “It’s the biggest Wahoo I’ve ever
seen! Come down and help me!” They gaffed and boated the monster Wahoo.
Garry immediately got on the VHF radio announcing that they had landed the largest Wahoo
anyone has ever seen. In only a few minutes they were back at the dock hoisting their huge catch
while a large crowd appeared to see this magnificent fish.
Soon Laura, Samantha, and Patrick, the rest of the Hayward clan who couldn’t get out of bed
only a few hours earlier appeared at the dock to witness Sara weight her record fish. The fish was
hoisted for the official weight. When the weigh master climbed the platform to read the scale
everyone was silent. He shouted, “184 lbs!”
This easily surpasses the current IGFA all-tackle world record for Wahoo of 158.8 lbs. Every one
started to congratulate Sara. She said she felt so proud and her dad and mother felt the same way.
Congratulations Sara for your record breaking catch.
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Report
Water temperatures have finally inched above 60 degrees in most of our favorite fishing holes.
Big White Sea Bass have made a very strong showing with many 60+ lb. fish already landed.
Last month the largest WSB of the year, a monster 75.8 lb. taken by Andy Taylor of Santa
Barbara.
HOTBITES:
ALBACORE: Have disappeared south of San Diego.
TUNA: Offshore fishing is good for multi-day boats on large Bigeye tuna from 20 to 120 lbs.
that are mixed in with schools of Yellowfin tuna and skipjack. Kelp patties are holding
Yellowtail and Dorado from 12 to 35 lbs, and some kelp are holding Yellowfin from 15 to 30
lbs. with Bigeye also mixed in.
YELLOWTAIL: Overnight boats from San Diego are getting into fair action on Yellowtail
holding to floating kelp. Fish are averaging 12 to 30 lbs, but action is very hit or miss. There
continues to be a lot of Yellowtail holding around Catalina and San Clemente however they still
don't want to bite. Only a few scattered catches have been reported from these two islands the
past two weeks. The few fish caught have been averaging 15 to 30 lbs, with a few quality fish to
40 lbs. landed. At Catalina, there continues to be scattered White Sea Bass action for yellowtail
anglers fishing along the beaches.
WHITE SEA BASS: The bite at the Catalina has been slow. There are some WSB around the
Islands but it has been inconsistent. The coast has lots of WSB but foul water conditions have
been a big problem. The red tide has dissipated some especially along the coast, perhaps we can
now get at some of our favorite hunting areas for the first time this year.
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Southern Areas
SOUTHERN COAST (SC): There has been excellent WSB presence along the coast this year
with many fish taken over 60 lb. In general water visibility has been very poor with red tide just
recently starting to disappear.
CATALINA ISLAND (CI): The WSB have been difficult this year. Yellowtail have made a
showing but seem to never be in the same place twice. 60-100’ visibility has bee reported
around the entire island recently.
SAN CLEMENTE ISLAND (SCI): Some good (20-40 lbs.) Yellowtail action has been reported
and a few small WSB still around. Water visibility has been green.
CORTEZ and TANNER BANKS (TB & CB): Poor water visibility with 64-67 degree water.
Few fish have been reported but things should pick up soon.
SANTA BARBARA ISLAND (SBI): Big YT (30-40+ lb.) have made an appearance in the past
few weeks. Many small WSB with a few larger fish mixed in. The first tuna of the year was
sited at SBI it was a single fish estimated about 40-50 lb. it is great to see a Blue fin tuna at SBI
again but only one fish in this school is not a good sign for the future.
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Northern Areas
SANTA ROSA ISLAND (SRI): There are still WSB in the area but few report lately.
SANTA CRUZ ISLAND (SCZI): Scattered WSB all over the back side. A few WSB have been
taken over 40 lb. Water temperature has stabilized, making good fishing and hunting consistent.
Some large YT have been reported breezing just outside the kelp on the back side.
ANACAPA ISLAND (ACI): Water temps have settled in with very clear water as well. Some
good sized YT have appeared.
SAN NICHOLAS ISLAND (SNI): Water temp is great with crystal clear 60+’ visibility with a
lot of small WSB reported.
NORTHERN COAST (NC): Water has been dirty with a few large WSB landed.
http://www.underwaterhunters.com/history/index.php?id=11
Summery
We are solidly in the summer mode now. Large YT have shown in many areas off shore. Squid
have started to show in force at many of the offshore islands. The fabulous showing of fish two
weeks ago has suddenly reversed. I think the early show of squid has pulled the fish down
temporarily. Look for big YT at the offshore islands and banks. Tuna may show in the local
areas soon so keep your eyes peeled.
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Where are the fish?? (Chart)

The above chart appears on the web site below and is the report for June 2005. This chart
indicates where the fishermen are having some success. This chart shows San Clemente Island
with Catalina Island in the middle, LA harbor at the top middle and the PV peninsula on the top
left.
http://www.pacificedgetackle.com/fishreport.aspx
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Water Temperature (Surface)

One of the most important factors of fish behavior is water temperature. It’s important to monitor
not only the temperature but the temperature trend. Up trends usually promote fish activity and
cooling tends usually promote fish inactivity. Keep these trend rules in mind when trying to
predict fish patterns and activities.
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Chlorophyll (Water Clarity)

The above image was taken by satellite and shows the chlorophyll content in the surface water off
southern California. This is a new service offered by Terrafin and is a valuable asset when trying
to determine water clarity in diving locations off shore. Terrafin is a subscription service and the
link is featured in the links of the month in this report.
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Tides / Currents & Grunion runs
Look at the following tide days & wave charts for favorable underwater hunting tide/current
conditions for hunting species like White Seabass;
Remember different species favor different current conditions so not all tide cycles and currents
conditions are desirable for all species.
Grunion runs; Grunion spawn on all of Southern California's long, sandy beaches from early
March through mid-August each year. The last run of the season was Aug. 21-24. There are no
more Grunion runs this year. Reference the following web site for future Grunion runs.
http://www.dfg.ca.gov/mrd/gruschd.html#runs
Low Current Patterns (Reef fish like WSB, Halibut etc.)

Sept. 4th through Sept. 7th
The key to understanding tide/current patterns is reading the inner tidal change trends. Even
large tidal swings can produce low currents if there is little or no trend. Notice the relatively
small difference of the tops of the highs and bottom of the lows. Large relatively even reversals
tend to cancel out each other when they are equal. This tide pattern is the best for low current
this month in that there is relatively small tide change and little or no trend.
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Sept. 17th through Sept. 20th
This tide pattern is similar to the one earlier this month. While there is a relatively large tide
change there is little trend which is favorable to little current production. Keep in mind that
understanding how to recognize tidal wave trend is perhaps the most important factor when
attempting to predict current flow and intensity.
High Current Tide Pattern (Pelagic fish like YT, Tuna, billed fish etc.)

Sept. 13th through Sept. 15th
Current is favorable when hunting pelagic species like Tuna and Yellowtail. The above tide
pattern will produce strong currents and is best for pelagic species. Notice the strong trend.
The web link below has a list of all the favorable low current tide cycles for underwater hunters
for this year.
http://www.underwaterhunters.com/information/index.php?id=14
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Feature Article (Do Monster Fish Really Exist????)
Article By:
Title:

Skip Hellen
Do Monster Fish Really Exist????

The Opaleye Phenomenon
Legendary stories and yarns are common in the sport of fishing. We have all likely heard about
the big one that got away and they always seem to be the biggest fish ever. Is it just a
coincidence that the ones that get away are bigger than the ones we catch? Many fishermen
dream of catching the whooper or record fish and appearing in the record books. Unfortunately
most of us have to settle for telling stories of the big one that got away and dreaming of our own
record catch.
These seemingly ridicules stories may not always be fiction. They may have some fact, and
even be true in some cases. The story of the largest Opaleye ever proves with solid scientifically
verified evidence that stranger than fiction stories may sometimes be true.
I started underwater exploring in my imagination as a young boy with the help of TV shows
like Sea Hunt in the early 60’s. Later I was fortunate enough to meet and dive with some of the
finest underwater hunters in the world at the time. At age 12 I began hitching rides down Pacific
Coast Highway to a popular dive spot in southern California called Divers Cove in Laguna
Beach for my underwater adventures.
One day I stopped into a dive shop along the way (Laguna Sea Sports) and saw an article in a
local newspaper, displayed on the wall, about a diver that had caught an unbelievably large
Opaleye weighing over 13 lbs. I remember thinking, how could this be, Opaleye only get up to
3-5 lbs. This fish was more than 3 times that size.
Yes, on October 18, 1964 David Williams caught an incredibly large Opaleye while diving off
Aliso Creek, Laguna which weighed in at 13 lbs. 7 ounces. Now, on the surface this may not
seem so unusual, but the second largest Opaleye on record is only 6 lbs. 8 ounces which is the
current state DFG diving record. There are three fish registered at 6 lbs. 8 oz. and no others
between that weight and 13+ lbs. The 13 lb. Opaleye was submitted to ichthyologists at USC
and found to be an Opaleye of incredible size and weight. No explanation was given for its
enormous size.
In the mid 1990’s I became the president of the (IUSA) International Underwater Spearfishing
Association. The IUSA is a nonprofit organization that has been awarding honors for world
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record underwater hunting catches for over 50 years. In an effort to better understand the size
and species of past record data I became very intrigued with the Opaleye phenomenon of 1964.
Opaleye are numerous in and around shallow rocky shoreline, they occasionally grow to over 5
lb. however the legend of the large Opaleye taken in Laguna is truly an incredible story and
opens the door for many seemingly outrageous fish stories which may be true.
Is it possible that other species can have similar growth anomalies among their ranks like the
Opaleye or is this just an isolated case of one monster fish with no scientific explanation? I
believe it is at least possible that other fish species can have the same unusually large
individuals in their ranks as well. This opens the door for some very interesting possibilities
regarding enormously large fish of all species.
After doing a few calculations it was determined that the 13+ lb. Opaleye was 207% larger than
any other Opaleye ever. I have developed the following chart by multiplying the current all-time
fish record by 207%.
Record size possibilities when using the Opaleye deviation formula;
Current Record weight X 207% = Possible weight
Species

Record lbs.

X=207% lbs.

White SB

80

165.60

YT (Northern)

94

194.58

YT (Southern)

115

238.05

Wahoo

184

380.88

Black SB

545

1128.15

YF Tuna

398

1352.77

BF Tuna (North)

398

823.56

BF Tuna (Southern)

653

1351.71

Striped Marlin

494

1022.58

Fantasizing about encountering fish the size of the weights above is what underwater big game
hunter dreams are made of. It is much more likely that none exist, however, that doesn’t prevent
us from dreaming of possibilities. Good luck and good hunting, perhaps a monster fish like the
ones above will cross your path one day. Remember be safe and come back to hunt another day.
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Over fishing Leads to Major Decline in Big Fish
Article By:
Title:

John Heilprin Associated Press Writer
Overfishing Leads to Decline in Big Fish

Over commercial fishing has depleted the world's oceans of 90 percent of the overall
abundance of big fish during the past 50 years
WASHINGTON July 28, 2005 — Scientists say the variety of tuna, marlin, swordfish and
other big ocean predators has declined up to 50 percent over the past half-century due to over
fishing.
For the first time, ecologists and oceanographers mapped the hotspots with the largest
concentrations of many big fish species, then and now. Their findings are reported in
Thursday's online edition of the journal Science.
Researchers who had previously reported an overall decline in the abundance of big fish now
say there has also been a significant drop in the number of different types of fish such as tuna
and billfish being found in many areas.
They did find a few places where fish remain abundant.
"We found five large hotspots that are still remaining today, and two of those are in U.S.
waters," said Boris Worm, a marine ecologist at Dalhousie University in Canada, the lead
author.
Those two are in the Atlantic Ocean, east of Florida, and in the Pacific Ocean, south of Hawaii.
Two of the other areas are in the South Pacific, east of Australia's Great Barrier Reef and north
of Easter Island. The other is in the Indian Ocean, east of Sri Lanka.
The scientists examined the only global data set for big fish species since large-scale fishing
fleets began spreading globally just after World War II. It is based on Japanese fishing between
1952 and 1999 with the most widespread type of fishing gear, long lines that are used in the
open ocean. Those float for up to 70 miles on the water's surface, with baited hooks reaching
down to 1,000 feet below.
Based on that data, the scientists found average declines of about 50 percent in diversity in the
Atlantic and Indian oceans, and an average decline of about 25 percent in the Pacific.
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They also discovered that the sea surface temperature and level of oxygen in the water correlate
with where the big fish concentrate.
"The peak in big fish diversity is at middle temperatures," said co-author Ransom A. Myers, a
fisheries scientist also at Dalhousie. "Ocean animals don't like it too hot, or too cold, they like it
just right" at about 77 degrees Fahrenheit.
That contrasts with the general distribution of species on land, which is richest in diversity at
the equator and wanes toward the poles.
Nathan Mantua, a climate scientist at the University of Washington in Seattle, who was not part
of the research group, said the study is useful for identifying the combined effects of climate
variations and fishing on the distribution of the ocean's largest predator fish.
"They highlight that there are biodiversity hotspots that are tied directly to physical structure in
the ocean," which includes temperature, dissolved oxygen and currents, he said. "Out in the
ocean, it's pretty clear that the primary cause of the long-term declines in biodiversity is
fishing."
They also found that concentrations of many big fish lined up closely with the only other
known global mapping of ocean life that of single-celled zooplankton.
Steven D'Hondt, a University of Rhode Island oceanographer and a co-author of that 1999
mapping, said "the smallest animals in the ocean and some of the largest show the same pattern
of diversity at the global scale."
Callum Roberts, a marine conservation biologist at Britain's University of York, said the study
could help policy-makers and conservationists determine where best to locate marine-protected
areas on the high seas an issue being debated by the United Nations.
"While some hotspots have disappeared, there are still some very special places where species
concentrate," said Myers.
Two years ago, he and Worm used the same data to show that commercial fishing had depleted
the world's oceans of 90 percent of the overall abundance of big fish that flourished 50 years
ago.
The research was funded by the Sloan Foundation, German Research Council, Pew Charitable
Trust and the Natural Sciences and Engineering Council of Canada.
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LA Fathomiers 2005 Scramble Meet
Article By:
Photos:

Erik Banados
Erik Banados

THE 2005 Scramble Meet was a Success!! We had 35 people that signed in early morning
hours. Some of the Neptunes even showed up!! We also had a San Diego Freediver! Some of
the PV's locals were also there. Erik Sun was the official signer and greeted all the competitors
before heading to their favorite hunting grounds.

Fathomiers Scramble Meet Perpetual Trophy
It was a beautiful Saturday sunny day, the weigh in location as always very pleasant with plenty
tree shade, and a wonderful scenery of the Palos Verdes Peninsula Gold Coast and Catalina
Island in the background.
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Champion Balta 38 lb. YT

Top 5 with largest fish
1st Richard Balta 51 pts (38 lb
Yellowtail) (And Largest fish)
2nd Erez 41pts (29lb WSB)
3rd Clint Koberstein 39pts (19 lb
sheepshead, 18 lb WSB)
4th Brandon Wahlers (22.5 lb
sheepshead)
5th Erik Banados (16 lb
Yellowtail)

Winners Line up
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The Scramble meet volunteers got there early of course and started to put things together. Larry
Carter brought a whole truck load of supplies, tables, chairs, stands, coolers, etc and started the
BBQ cooking. Mike Petrusco was next to him with his professional cooking station making that
delicious "chupino" a combination of fillet fish, scrimp with tomato based soup, he had bread and
all the bells and whistles.
As soon as the hungry competitors got there, were greeted by the smell of delicious cooked
meals. Larry Carter put together what it look like a food assembly line with tables full of food,
hot delicious burgers right out of the grill, a whole station full of fresh ingredients, burger buns,
lettuce, tomatoes, onions, etc. The coolers were ready with ice chilled sodas along with a table
full of desserts, cookies, cakes, snacks. Thanks very much too all the Volunteers that help put the
Scramble meet together, including the competitors lovely wives that help out very much with the
Scramble meet T-Shirt sales and set up. Thanks Randy Weston for donating the Scramble meet
sign up banner, Mori for bringing the scale stand, Fil Labastida, Paul Romanowski, Zoylo
Velazques, Carlos Serret, Tyson Curtis, Erik Sun, Erez, Richard Balta and all the board members
for all your contributions. Also Mike Pender for organic Santa Maria honey donated to
participants.
Life Time member Rene Rojas and last year Scramble meet winner brought the Scramble Meet
Perpetual Trophy, Larry also had put together the table with all the raffle items donated by our
Generous Sponsors. This Year Zoilo Velazquez was the lucky raffle winner of a brand new
Speargun donated by Daryl Wong. We also had several other items that were raffle off among all
the participants.
Congratulations to Richard Balta for winning the Scramble meet for third time. He also took the
biggest fish award with an impressive # 38 Yellow Tail and the $140 Jackpot!!!!
The Fathomier 2 day Charter boat trip is a total success. We have 24 people signed up, and only
16 are paid for. The Charter boat will be taking a maximum of 20 divers. So what that means is
that if your name is in the Roster and you have not pay yet, send your payment ASAP to Bob
Sellers our Treasurer, he is taking payments on first come bases. THERE IS STILL 4 available
spots on the boat!!! Send your payment to Bob, or drop it off to Richard Balta or my self so you
can have your spot guarantee. RICHARD BALTA is the Lead in the Charter Boat and he will be
the Navigator since he knows the spots at the Islands very good :)
FYI Last meeting the club members present voted on a provision that will allow tentative
members participating in the Fathomier Charter boat trips, will count as a club dive towards the
fulfillment of their club membership. It was unanimously approved.
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Meetings Dates: Every second Thursday of the month (Rest of the Year)
Location: Round Table Pizza 4330 Redondo Bch. Torrance CA 310-371-8009
Time: 7:30 pm
Next Meeting: Thursday September 8. The Vice-President will have the floor,
entertainment will be available.
Next Dive Competition: SUNDAY SEPTEMBER 18, 1ST. GLACD AND FATHOMIER
COMBINED DIVE MEETS in HISTORY IN TRANCAS MALIBU. 10 fish meet, one per
specie.
Staging/Meeting is at 8:00 am Competition starts at 8:30am. Weigh In and
BBQ at 1:00pm.
Charter Boat trip: 09/10-11 Sat/Sun / 2 day trip to Santa Barbara or San
Clemente Islands contact Richard Balta (562)397-3443 seaholic@aol.com
Reminder: Pick up your T-Shirt at the next meeting. 1 for $ 15 2 for $25.
Support your Club and the sport of Freedive Underwater Hunting.
Erik Banados
fathomier@socal.rr.com
www.fathomiers.net
714-726-8409 cell
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Rhode Island Diver's Jim Warnock Memorial Blue Water Tournament
Article By:
Title:

Doug Van Mullem
Jim Warnock Memorial Blue Water Meet

"Where the Dive Conditions are Tough and the Men (Women too) are Tougher."
Fathomier, Doug Van Mullem UWHR Safety Editor, competes in the Rhode Island Diver's (a
spearfishing club much like the Fathomier's) annual tournament, called the Jim Warnock
Memorial Blue Water Tournament and learns a lot from a master in our sport. John Murphy,
the 2003 US National Champion, took me out for the tournament and showed me how they dive
in New England. Here is my story:
Background:
About 6 months ago, I learned of my long time best friend was planning his retirement from a
40+ year career in the US Navy as a SEAL and ultimately the SEAL's Bullfrog. His retirement
date and location was set for Friday, 24 June in Rhode Island. I knew I had to go share this
great occasion with my friend and I also knew the 2003 National Spearfishing Tournament was
held right at the location where my friend's retirement would be, the Navy's War College, in
New Port, RI. I also knew that Terry Lentz, our nation's only World Champion, dove that
national tournament and said there were more fish in those waters than anywhere else on earth.
I remembered I had met some RI divers in the 1995 and 1997 Nationals that I had competed in.
I pulled out my records and found the name and phone number of John Murphy and decided to
give him a call. I mentioned we had met years ago and that I would be out there for my friend's
retirement. He didn't really remember me from those nationals but he did put two points
together, a SEAL and I was Terry Lentz’s' friend. He remembered a story from the 2003
nationals about the guy that had helped in so many ways in getting the team of Terry, Skip
Hellen and Ryan Dual to the 2003 National's. He asked if that was me and I said yes. His
reply, "I'll put you on my boat any time, just let me know when you'll be here and give me a
months notice before coming."
I called John in May to remind him I would be out there ready to dive and I had Saturday, June
25th open. He said, "That happens to be the date of our largest tournament, a blue water game
fish tournament..." and my heart sank since I knew he would probably have his traditional
buddies all set up for that tournament and the boat would be full. He then said, "and you are on
my boat."
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I was excited. Since my first call to John, I had learned that John was the 2003 National
Champion and during my second call I learned he was the returning champion of that Memorial
Tournament. I started training that day since I knew I had some serious competition and I knew
I was no where near ready compete with a National Champion and represent the Fathomiers
since I had dove only once in the last 8 months and during that time I had gained 25 pounds of
old age and lard.
This tournament's format is a combination of the Fathomier's Scramble and Neptunes Blue
Water tournaments in that you can start diving at daybreak, dive anywhere in the state of RI,
you can dive from shore, kayak or boat, you have to be in the weigh-in circle on time with your
fish and it is a 1 fish tournament which in that area means you focus on stripers, the biggest
local fish.
June 25th, Day of the Jim Warnock Memorial Blue Water Tournament:
I woke up at 0320 to drive to the far South end of RI to meet John Murphy and two of his
friends, Sergio Dasilva and Jay Moore at 0500. John had decided that the best place to win this
tournament would probably be in a coastal versus Block Island due to weather/winds, water
temperature and scouting/fish reports and drive time to the winner's circle. Since John keeps
his boat docked further North we took Sergio's 23' boat which was trailer based.
The places we dove were reefs all within 3 miles of the coast. The tops of some reefs were 40'
down and others came within 15' of the surface. The bottoms of most all the reefs were 50'.
Visibility was a murky 10 to 13 feet. The entire area of all 5 reefs we dove was in mild to
extremely strong current depending on the tide swing and time of day. The extremely strong
current was not due to huge tides swings because there wasn't any. Unless you dive in the
mouth of San Francisco Bay a California diver hasn't seen current like this. There current was
extremely strong even with a mild tide change because the area was affected by a huge inland
waterway/river near by and the bay formed by NY's Long Island and the mainland. We were
diving a miles above that bay but the current coming out/in from there was amazing. In one
dive while swimming against the current I could easily go down current 200 yards. What a rush
that was especially since when you left the surface you didn't know how deep you would be
diving to get to the bottom to start hunting.
With every dive you were in a completely different spot and until you got to the bottom you
didn't know what you would find, reefs or boulders with sand or just sand and deep bottom. All
hunting was on the bottom. You needed to look for areas protected from the current and then
hold still until a bass comes into view. The Stripers aren't smart as compared to white sea base
but still they know enough to not hang around a diver long enough to give him a easy shot.
Few fish do when the visibility is 10 foot since you are inside their comfort zone.
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I learned the value of live boating in an area with strong current and lots of boats. We kept 2
divers in the boat to watch for other boats and to keep an eye on the divers. Because of the
current and reef size you were blown off the reefs in 1 to 5 dives and then you would take your
turn on the boat and switch out with the other team. That was a very effective way to dive that
area. Swimming against the current was not possible most of the day.
John Murphy won the tournament with a 44.6 pound Striper - see pictures attached. I lost my
chance with a fish that was perhaps big enough to place me third in the tournament. I took a
shot just above the backbone and behind the gills. I was using a single band euro gun with a
single flopper on the shaft. I found that the fish was too strong to hold with that shot since the
shaft was in the fish and it had something to fight against. The striper ripped off after a good
struggle and just before I could stab it with my Riffe knife. I learned and made my next shot to
the head. My personal gun with a Riffe slip tip would have held that fish but it had 4 bands on
it and with the amount of boat jumping we did you would only want to load a single banded
gun. The national champion loaned me his gun and that was a better choice for those conditions
but only if you understand what you are dealing with and know to shoot in the head versus the
meat.
It was great seeing and learning how the New England divers dive. I learned a lot that day and
the next day I was itching to get out again since I was now ready to dive hard. I wasn't use to
some of the gear and that bothered me. Also, I was in poor physical condition for diving that
hard, and the style of their diving along with the current and murky waters and strange area all
added up to keep me from reaching my normal calm relaxed diving style which, in turn, cut my
dive time per dive down by at least 25%. That is a critical factor when you must be motionless
on the bottom to do your hunting. You must be relaxed and comfortable to dive your best and I
just didn't get there on this day. I almost felt like a rookie since it had been so long since I was
made to feel "out of my element". New England does seem like it is a world away from where I
live and dive. It is sure beautiful there and the fish were amazing. Terry Lentz was right when
he said it was the fishiest place on earth.
I must admit, I never saw a fish over 35 pounds and I believe John saw several and landed two
with the biggest being the 44.6 pound winner. My hat's off to the Champion, John Murphy.
Conclusion:
New England divers dive harder than we do in Californian divers do because their conditions
are tougher. The currents are nearly unbelievable by our standards. I felt no need for a trip to
Disneyland after that day of diving. I saw something to shoot/eat on 90% of my dives but held
off since I was in a tournament looking for one big fish. That place is sure fishy. It was a
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wonderful day of diving and adventure. What fun and yes, I can't wait to get back there for
another tournament.
Memorial Tournament: Jim Warnock died of shallow water black out in a pool in Florida. He
was doing static breath holds in three feet of water. His farther and Uncle are great divers.
John Warnock got 4th place in this tournament, and is a past winner. He is in the 1st pictures
attached. I thought of John as the "Gary Thompson" of N.E. One strong tough diver.
Recipe for Striper and most white meat fish:
The 14 pounder that I did take to stop a skunk and to serve something to eat at the Bullfrog's
party that night provided us a fantastic meal. John Murphy was right when he looked at my
shamefully small striper and said "That's the good eating size." Nice of him to not laugh at me
after a full day of hard diving and only landing one small striper. I am sure glad I took one for
eating that night. It was a party pleaser when I served it. I found I love eating small stripers
dipped in egg and rolled in Italian bread crumbs then cooked in butter. I learned the big ones are
to be avoided. The recipe is:
- Use fresh fish (smaller Striped Bass, under 20 pounds) bleed, gut, gill and chill fish on ice as
soon after shooting as possible
- Filet and cut the fish in to chunks about 3"X3"x1"
- Dip the fish into beaten egg mixed with a little milk
- Dip the fish in to Italian seasoned bread crumbs
- Repeat above two steps once, or twice if you like a really thick crust
- Fry in hot butter on all sides until medium brown toasty colored
- Serve as is or with lemon and/or tarter sauce
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Diver Down Flags (The Facts are they Required by Law?)

It is becoming increasingly more frustrating to go diving and have folks tell you different
stories about what is the law regarding dive flags. Have you ever had someone tell you or ask
you, “where is your dive flag,” right after they just about ran you over in the water? I believe
that the most dangerous part of diving, especially around an island is being over run by a boat.
I recently had a DFG warden tell me that it is required by law to display a divers down flag
while diving at Catalina Island.
I decided it was about time to clear this issue up once and for all.
Below are the facts regarding the dive flag and the related local laws;
The only mention of the Alpha flag that I have been able to find in CALIFORNIA law is in the
CalOSHA code on commercial diving. This doesn't apply to recreational divers.
The COLREGS (International Regulations for Preventing Collisions at Sea (Federal and
International)) do say that, more or less, but it's generally accepted that it means for a tethered
diver (hard hat). And BTW, it's supposed to be a 1 meter rigid replica of an Alpha flag, not a
cloth flag.
The COLREGS say nothing about the red and white dive flag, though it is used world wide. I
once did a survey of the dive boat pictures in Skin Diver. A larger fraction of foreign boats
were flying the red-and-white than the US boats.
Here's what CALIFORNIA law says about "divers flags.”
My read on this (I'm not a lawyer):
a. describes the flag. This is, BTW, less precise than the industry standard, which says the flag
is five units wide, four unit high, with a stripe one unit wide.
b. says the boats can still do as they damn well please.
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c. says you can sue them if they hit you. Fine is $135.
d. says you can be cited for motoring around with your dive flag up. Fine is $76.
It all says you don't HAVE to fly a dive flag.
California Code of Regulations
Title 14. Natural Resources
Division 4. Department of Boating and Waterways
Chapter 1. Department of Boating and Waterways
Article 6.Waterway Marking System
§7008. The Divers Flag.
(a) A red flag with a white diagonal running from the upper left hand corner to the lower right
hand corner (from masthead to lower outside corner) and known as the “Divers Flag” shall
when displayed on the water, indicate the presence of a person engaged in diving in the water
in the immediate area.
(b) Recognition of this flag by regulation will not be construed as conferring any rights or
privileges on its users, and its presence in a water area will not be construed in itself as
restricting the use of the water area so marked.
(c) Operators of vessels will, however, exercise precaution commensurate with conditions
indicated.
(d) This flag may be displayed only when diving is in progress, and its display in a water area
when no diving is in progress is that area will constitute a violation of the regulation and of
section 659 of the Harbors and Navigation Code.
(e) Nothing in this section will require the carriage of a divers flag for any purpose.
Certain county and municipal regulations are more specific about the maximum distance you
can be from a dive flag. According to an issue of California Diving News, Los Angeles County
regulations require "divers more than 200 yards from shore to use a dive flag."
Similarly, here is part of Section 12.08.040 in Manhattan Beach:
No person shall swim, bathe, or immerse himself in the water of the Pacific Ocean opposite any
beach regulated by this chapter more than two hundred (200) yards from the shore except ... C.
A skin diver equipped with swim fins and a face plate if at all times he maintains within fifty
(50) yards of himself a boat or a surf mat, paddle board or surf board upon which there is a
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rectangular flag twelve by fifteen inches, orange-red in color with a white diagonal stripe three
inches wide running from one corner to the diagonally opposite corner. The flag shall be flown
high enough so as not to touch the water.
NOTE
Authority cited: Section 659, Harbors and Navigation Code.
Reference: Sections 650, and 659, Harbors and Navigation Code.
Here's what the COLREGS say:
Vessels Not Under Command or Restricted in Their Ability to Maneuver
(a) A vessel not under command shall ... <<Not under command means the rudder is busted, or
some such.>>
(b) A vessel restricted in her ability to maneuver, except a vessel engaged in mine clearance
operations, shall exhibit:
(i) three all-round lights in a vertical line where they can best be seen. The highest and lowest
of these lights shall be red and the middle light shall be white;
(ii) three shapes in a vertical line where they can best be seen. The highest and lowest of these
shapes shall be balls and the middle one a diamond.
(iii) when making way through the water, a masthead light, sidelights and a stern-light in
addition to the lights prescribed in subparagraph (i);
(iv) when at anchor, in addition to the lights or shapes prescribed in subparagraphs(i) and (ii),
the light, lights, or shape prescribed in Rule 30.
(c) A power-driven vessel engaged in a towing operation ...
(d) A vessel engaged in dredging or underwater operations, when restricted in her ability to
maneuver, shall exhibit the lights and shapes prescribed in
subparagraphs (b)(i),(ii) and (iii) of this Rule and shall in addition when an obstruction exists,
exhibit:
(i) two all-round red lights or two balls in a vertical line to indicate the side on which the
obstruction exists;
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(ii) two all-round green lights or two diamonds in a vertical line to indicate the side on which
another vessel may pass;
(iii) when at anchor, the lights or shapes prescribed in this paragraph instead of the lights or
shapes prescribed in Rule 30.
(e) Whenever the size of a vessel engaged in diving operations makes it impracticable to exhibit
all lights and shapes prescribed in paragraph (d) of this Rule, the following shall be exhibited:
(i) Three all-round lights in a vertical line where they can best be seen. The highest and lowest
of these lights shall be red and the middle light shall be white;
(ii) a rigid replica of the code flag "A" not less than 1 meter in height. Measures shall be taken
to ensure its all-round visibility.
(f)A vessel engaged in mine clearance operations shall ...
Here's what the US Power Squadron has to say: http://www.usps.org/f_stuff/diver.html
As far as we know, California state law still is not specific about how far away boaters need to
be from a dive flag. As stated above, Title 14, Section 7008, only states that operators of vessels
will "exercise precaution."
There is a lot of controversy about California's weak laws regarding the use of dive flags. If you
have any new information, please let me know.
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Off Shore Adventures The Good Skiff By; Brad Moungeau

Good skiff at Cortez Bank
The Good Skiff
Back in '84 I bought an old 16 foot wooden dory that was for sale along the PCH. I
refurbished the hull, bolted on a new engine and that was the start of my travels
in these waters. I took that skiff to Catalina over hundred and fifty times and to
San Clement Island a half a dozen times in the late 80's. During all of those
godforsaken, wet and wind-driven miles, I was designing the Good Skiff...
I have worked in aerospace most of my life, so when I built the good skiff, I used
the design principles of airframe structure rather than traditional boat structure.
Simply put, as few structural components as possible, each component as large as
it could be. Most structural failures will occur at a seam and this design eliminates
much of the seam area commonly found in traditional wooden boat designs. I
needed a boat that was tough enough to run the seas in ANY weather.
There were certain characteristics that I wanted in this hull. First it had to be
solid as a rock. Second it had to be absolutely sea worthy in the worst-casescenario (WCS). It also had to be stable enough at anchor to sleep even when
exposed to wind and seas and nothing does that better than a flat bottom design.
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The one fatal design flaw common to most small craft is that water accumulates
at the transom while at rest. This design flaw is the single most common cause of
small vessel capsizing. From a design stand point, eliminating that characteristic is
a tough nut to crack for any vessel with an outboard engine on the transom.
By shifting the center of buoyancy forward you bring the moment arm forward of
the transom, this allows you to take the wind and seas from the transom without
taking on any water no matter how big the swell is. That becomes very important
should you ever get caught in open seas (WCS) without power. It will also buy you
precious moments to correct a problem, get out a distress call, etc.
Here is how I achieved 'water in the belly.' View looking from the side: the 'Y'
datum plane is an imaginary horizontal line that runs fore and aft at the bottom of
the hull. The datum line touches the bottom 2/3 hull length forward of the
transom. It rises in a straight line aft to 3" at the transom. Fwd, it makes a
parabolic curve upward 6" to the bow. That curvature of the hull is referred to as
a rocker. I use a 2,000 gal bilge pump in the belly to protect the nights on the
water (hull at rest). I use a self priming water puppy on the transom to kick out
the water while under way, because it is then unavailable to the pump in the belly.
Most of the flat bottoms I have seen make the mistake of drawing the bow into a
'V' that tapers flat as it goes aft. I assume that many designers think that the V
entry will split the water and make for a better ride even if the bow has to remain
loose. I did the just opposite. I maintained a flat entry and 2/3 hull length
forward of the transom is the widest part of the hull. That is what I call the
impact zone. That is where I put the majority of the weight (fuel). That is the
place where the water gets crushed and pushed aside rather than split. If you
were to apply exaggerated transom lift to a V entry hull, it would experience 'bow
steering' in following seas. That is when the pressure on the bow overcomes the
pressure on the rudder resulting in loss of steering control.
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Flat bottoms are notorious for pounding in seas. I made some modifications to this
hull that really helped smooth out the ride. The idea is to suppress the lifting of
the bow because if it doesn't lift up, it will not slam down. I use a lifting strake
across the transom to induce exaggerated transom lift which keeps the bow
pressed to the surface. This SST tab extends out 11" and is the width of the
transom with a cutout for the engine. It is bent down on the outboard ends and
'tuned' to augment the lift from the trim on the engine. The impact point of the
hull is a full 8" wider than the transom so it provides lift also. The 54 gallons of
fuel are in the forward 1/3 of the hull. The tab exaggerates the lift at the
transom and the wider impact point also creates lift toward the bow. The hull has
lift forward and aft which actually keeps it stuck to the surface. There is a slight
penalty in fuel for the conflicting lifting points, but it is more than worth it in
performance!
Running safely in rough seas requires ultimate control over your vessel that is why
I chose to use a tiller setup rather than a steering wheel and remote throttle.
The tiller allows instant lock-to-lock steering and articulate throttle control. I
hold the tiller in one hand, the skiff in the other and this gives maximum control
over the vessel in WCS.
The good skiff holds 54 gallon of fuel under the deck (230nm range). I chose to
use portable tanks because they virtually eliminate venting and contamination
problems. There are 4 twelve gallon tanks and one 6 gallon tank. One advantage to
using portable tanks is that it allows you to redistribute the weight as the trip
progresses and that can really make a big difference in a light boat. I chart
mileage, engine hours, and location in my log book so I use the emptying of each
tank as a benchmark for my entries.
A few years after I built the good skiff I put an incredible window in the bottom
of the hull! I had a two-piece SST housing machined to fit a 6" diameter slug of
optically pure (3/4" thick) tempered glass. It is flush on the bottom and there is
an inspection cover finish in the cockpit floor. I can't even begin to describe how
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much fun that window is. I have watched whales, dolphin, Giant sea bass, WSB,
yellowtail, tuna, you name it...On blustery afternoons, I lift the engine and drift
over kelp beds... sometimes I use it to find that perfect patch of sand to set the
anchor on. I take video through the window also :~)
This spring I gave the good skiff a complete overhaul inside and out. After 14
years and 50,000nm the hull was in excellent shape! She has proven herself time
and time again to be a safe and extraordinarily seaworthy vessel. When the wind
blows all night at Nicolas and it looks like cotton fields for the run home in the
morning I just fasten the Velcro around the wrists and ankles, point the good
skiff toward home and proceed to tear it up all the way back. I dance, I use body
English and throttle control, as I look for the peaks of the highest swells and
shoot over there and ride down the faces. It is great fun to feel the acceleration
as you back off the throttle.
For me there is no thrill greater than the feeling of utter security on a
tumultuous sea, and I thank the good skiff for all of those magical times, and the
ones yet to come...
Brad
(Loves the Sea)
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Competition Pool Shots Part #1 By; Terry Lentz
I’M CALLING THIS TWO PART ARTICLE “POOL SHOT’S” because I am preparing for my
next tournaments mostly in a swimming pool instead of the lake where they will be held. I am
diving the no quantity limit Lake Tournaments in Arizona and Utah because, to me, they are
more challenging and interesting than the politically correct ocean contests. The reason I
decided to do most of my preparation in a pool is because of what happened to me at the
Willow Beach tournament last April.
THE TOURNAMENT STARTED WELLL. Six minutes after the star I stoned my first fish
with a top of the head shot. This was the first time I had shot a fish with my new home made
gun, and by 9:02 AM I was stringing my seventh fish in seven shots. I jumped in my rental boat
and decided to dive south because it looked like the rest of the divers were heading north. BIG
mistake!
AT 10:02 AM I WAS IN A VAST WASTELAND of underwater trees and no fish, still only
seven fish taken.
BY 11:02, THE WASTELAND SEEMS ENDLESS but I shot two fish in the last hour, four
long desperation shots on fleeing fish that put two more in the cooler.
AT 1:30 PM THE MEET WAS OVER and I had come on an area with fish and strung twenty
three more. Total: 32 fish, and nine missed shots. Two of the long range misses were
explainable but I also missed fish close range brain shots by narrow margins…poor shooting,
and that’s putting a happy face on the situation.
THE BOTTOM LINE was I made a stupid tactical decision and deserved to get beaten. The
other competitors were in fish so thick they couldn’t cock their guns fast enough and loaded
their boats with fish. Brandon Wahlers did an incredible job of winning the contest with sixty
six fish and 304 points in an area he had never dove before after driving all night without sleep.
“OK,” I SAID TO MYSELF, “I screwed up finding fish, I’ll do better the next time out, but
what really burns me is my poor shooting. I’m going to find a way to practice my shooting
skills until my trigger finger falls off.”
SPEARFISHING IS A HUGELY MULTI-DISIPINED SPORT. To be good competitor you
have to be strong, have endurance, be able to dove deep or shallow, be a good Kayak paddler, a
strong diver in current, be able to find fish, and be able to SHOOT FISH. I could easily name
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another twenty or so disciplines necessary for a diver to master in order to do well in
tournaments, but hitting what you shoot as is perhaps, THE basic spear fishing skills….
WHATS ALSO BASIC is the process of isolating your weakness and working on it until it
becomes as asset instead of a liability. If you want to dive in kelp, forget about shooting fish
and dive in kelp hour after hour. You want to dive deep and make long dives? Practice diving
deep and long. If you want to better your Kayak paddling skills take time out to just paddle, no
diving. The way I see it, other than shooting fifty to eighty fish a day as I did years ago while a
commercial spear fishermen, the best way to learn to shoot accurately is to isolate the shooting
from other diving activities, and shoot, shoot, shoot.
YOU SAY SHOOTING A SPEARGUN IN A POOL is unrelated to shooting fish in the wild?
Wrong. About, (and this is just a guess) a billion human hunters from the dawn of time:
throwing a spear a boomerang or shooting an arrow at a stationary target then making the
transition to shooting at wild game proves there is little difference in target shooting at a
stationary target object or hunting wild, moving game. If there was a difference man would
have been extinct long ago.
A TARGET IS A TARGET IS A TRARGET. Whether it is a bit of cork or a fish brain, the
object of constant is to establish a “pathway” if you will, from you to the fish. Once you do,
your gun and the fish are on the same pathway and just in that fraction of as instant before the
spear is released you know beyond any doubt, you feel an absolute certainty, that the fish in fact
a dead fish swimming and that spear shaft will home in on the fish like a GPS guided missile.
FOUR MONTHS AGO I started shooting at a 3 ½” x 2 ½" buoy suspended mid water eight to
tend feet from my spear tip which is about for to six feet further that my normal shooting
distance. A few days later I started shooting at a win cork. Two months ago I cut the win cork in
half and shot at it. Now, four months into my shooting practice, I don’t hit the cork very often
most mornings, but I usually don’t miss too much either….
IF I AM TO BELIEVE what I hear about divers shooting frequency, most divers pull their
trigger less than 100 times a year. A competitive diver MAYBE 400 to 700 times a year. A
commercial diver, if there are any more left, would shoot perhaps 5000 to 10000 shots a year. I
will have shot my single rubber competitive gun over 6000 times in the four months, mostly in
the swimming pool. Am I a better shot now that I was is late April? You bet. Not a great shot,
but a better shot than when I started. When I get to Fish Lake Utah I will scout the day before
the tournament, hopefully find some fish and come up with some effective hunting techniques.
I’m confident I won’t have to worry about my shooting accuracy or speargun reliability during
the tournament this time.
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ONE THING I DIDDN’T SEE COMING was how I was able to decrease my gun loading time.
By focusing on smoothness and cutting out excess loading steps I was able to cut my reload
time by almost half. Loading your speargun fast is an important skill that may win you a
tournament, especially if you are diving side by side with a good competitor...
Also, I can’t tell you how many times I’ve shot a fish in Hawaii and had a rampaging Gray Reef
Shark on top of me n nothing flat. I don’t know about you, but I believe a loaded gun is more of
a deterrent to sharks aggression that a fish in one hand and an unloaded gun in the other. These
“Men In The Gray Suits” always gave me the incentive to load my gun fast. I wish I knew then
what I know now.
“WELL ENOUGH NEVER DESERVE’S TO BE LEFT ALONE” is one of my life’s firm
beliefs. So in the last few months, in the attempt to upgrade my equipment, I found some things
that have made my gear or technique better.
I FOUND SOME DYNEEMA 180 KG line that holds up better than any wishbone line I’ve
ever used. I got the line at ORKA APNEA PRODUCTS in South Africa. I also apply Silicone
grease to the wishbones line and polish the parts of the spear shaft that connects with the
wishbone. I also receive a rugged handle from Orca; haven’t installed it yet but it’s made a
beefier than European I’ve seem with much heavier stainless parts. It also releases as shaft
reliably in mock up I cobbled together.
I SPRAY PAINT THE PART OF THE SPEARSHAFT that sticks out of the end of the gun
Florescent Orange to give a better visual reference than a stainless shaft in dim lit water, and
found it works equally well in crystal clear water. I believe Orange gets me on target faster and
more accurately than the color of stainless steel.
I MADE OTHER CHANGES IN MY GUN which improved its function and decreased the
loading time but require rather lengthy descriptions that I pass on for now.
THERE’S A NEW GUN IN TOWN. Not wanting to drive eight hours to the Fish Lake Utah
tournament with just one appropriate speargun I took a near new carbon fiber barreled famous
name Euro gun and modified it. I used it as a new gun in a meet in 2004 but it started misfiring
during the contest after only a few twenty shots and no amount of dinking with shaftmechanisms inter connections would make it hold and release a spear shaft reliably.
SO THE FIRST THIN I DID was to tear our the Mickey Mouse sear and line release system
and replace it with a Steve Alexander (714-556-4254) rugged mechanism, epoxied all the
components of the gun together; the handle to the handle-barrel support to the barrel to the
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muzzle. No more tiny screws barely holding things together as in the way the gun was
originally set up.
I poured a mix of graphite power and two ton epoxy to tilt the “American” portion of the
muzzle up, cut a 1/8” slot to install a rubber sling, and cut off the “Euroblob” portion of the
muzzle that accepts screws in slings. The last thing I did was fabricate a full length groove on
top of the barrel making it a “rail gun” as it were. First time in the pol it was dead accurate and
floated with an other long spear shaft in it. This gun is LOADS better and was more reliable
that the spear gun I started with..
MY GUNS ARE READY AND I’M READY, now all I need is to get lucky and find the fish.
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San Diego Poacher Pleads Guilty (Are the Penalties for Poaching a Joke???)
Two scuba divers pleaded guilty Thursday morning to criminal charges stemming from the
spearing of an endangered fish in a protected area off La Jolla in April.
Omid Adhami, who speared the giant sea bass, pleaded guilty to the illegal taking of a protected
giant sea bass. He was sentenced to three years probation, 30 days of community service and
ordered to pay $1,100 in fine.
If Adhami violates any part of his probation, he faces 90 days in custody, said Deputy City
Attorney Michael Rivo.
Nima Hodaji, a diver who also was in the boat, pleaded guilty to entering a marine conservation
area for the purpose of taking marine resources. He was sentenced to three years probation and
ordered to pay $1,100 in fines.
A Sheephead fish was found in the boat at the time of the incident. Although the fish is not a
protected species, it is illegal to take marine life from a conservation area such as the San
Diego-La Jolla Ecological Reserve.
Both men were ordered to give up their fishing licenses and their fishing gear including the
spear gun, tanks and wet suits. They will be eligible to re-apply for fishing licenses after their
probation is over, Rivo said.
"We wanted to take away their ability to re-offend," Rivo said.
In July, a boat operator who carried the two spear fishermen into the ecological reserve pleaded
no contest to a charge he ignored posted signs in the area, an infraction.
"How dare you, that's what everyone wants to know. Do you have any answer to that?" she
asked Adhami during the hearing.
"I'm sorry," Adhami replied.
Berry warned Adhami that she would send him to jail if he fails to follow the rules.
"I do believe he deserves time in custody. I will be quick to impose it if he violates any term of
probation," she said. Giant sea bass, which have been protected since 1982, can live 100 years
and can grow up to 7 feet long and weigh as much as 550 pounds.
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San Diego Lifeguards Brian Ferguson, left, and Jeff Hatfield wheel away the giant Black
sea bass that was killed in a protected area in May. Two men have pleaded guilty to the
killing.
This sentence is a JOKE for this poacher who intentionally violated many laws by committing
this act. If this is the best our law enforcement authorities can do with folks who engage in this
kind of behavior how can we expect the public to respect the laws in place to protect our marine
neighbors?
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Santa Barbara Island State Marine Reserve

Harvest Closure MPA at SBI
No take of living, geological, or cultural resources is allowed in the area bounded by the mean
high tide line and the three mile offshore boundary of the following points.
33.28.5 N 119.01.7 W
33.28.5 N 118.58.2 W
33.27.9 N 119.02.2 W
33.27.9 N 119.02.2 W
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There has been a lot of confusion regarding the MPA closure at Santa Barbara Island. The
above map should help to eliminate any misinformation regarding this issue. The southeast
quadrant of SBI colored in green above represents the MPA closure. The closure is bounded by
four GPS numbers, two of which start onshore and extend from to two more GPS locations
three miles offshore.
I have installed these numbers into my GPS chart plotter so I can identify the closure
boundaries while planning a hunt around SBI. The entire area has bounced back nicely after a
kelp defoliation of the past ten years with substantial kelp forestation recovery in the last several
months. This is one of the most dynamic marine ecosystems on the island and is bustling with
robust biodiversity now that the thick kelp forests have returned out to the ten to twelve fathom
line.
It is important to understand the MPA only restricts the harvest of marine animals not diving in
the MPA. I am looking forward to hunting this area for an excellent underwater photographic
experience. This area has an excellent southeast facing ridge that drops from 50-80’ to 110-140’
at the base. Needless to say this is a tremendous fish magnet and enjoys a constant precession of
highly pelagic big game species like Yellowtail and tuna during the summer and fall months.
We will miss harvesting this area but hope that the sacrifice will result in robust future
recruitment and increased biodiversity in the area.
Please respect the MPA closure
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Largest Yellowtail Ever Speared (California Hunters)

All Time Largest Yellowtail Speared 60+ lbs. (California)
Lbs.

Name

Lbs.

Location

Date

65+

Mark Steele

68

La Jolla

5-21-90

Tom Murry

65

Cortez Bank

10-14-88

Matt Lum

64

Cortez Bank

8-14-94

Todd Anderson

62

Tanner Bank

9-18-96

Ron Mullins

61

Cortez Bank

95

John Warren

61

Cortez Bank

8-17-96

Dale Cote

60

Catalina Island

6-14-74

60+

Yellowtail Catches Outside USA (Cal. Hunters)
70+

60+

Bob Strouhback

104

New Zealand

2000

Rene Rojas

101.9

New Zealand

3-01-01

Richard Gebhard

84.6

Baja, Mexico

11-30-03

Doug Kuczkowski

77

Baja, Mexico

6-25-99

Joseph Tobin

74

Baja, Mexico

6-22-99

Del White

63

Baja, Mexico

9-5-99

Mark Muller

61.8

Baja, Mexico

6-26-97

If anyone knows of a Yellowtail that was speared but doesn’t appear on this list please contact
me with accurate information and I will make the corrections.
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Length/Girth Fish Weight Formula (Estimate the weight of your fish)
Have you ever caught a fish, didn’t have scale and wanted to know what it weighed? If
so the following formulas may help. There are calculation factors for many fish species
if you are willing to search around and find them.
Uses the following formula;
Girth (squared) times length divided by a factor (different for each species below)
which gives the weight in pounds.

So your formula is Girth X Girth X Length X Factor = Fish Weight
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Species

Factor

YF Tuna

858

Striped Marlin

801

Wahoo

720
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Services

***Best Dentist in the World***
Dr. Charles P. Tozzer DDS
Dr. Tozzers staff sets the standard with a relaxed family like office
atmosphere. At Dr. Tozzers office you are treated like a friend or
family member rather than a patent. This unique relaxed
atmosphere makes for a pleasant dental experience. Dr. Tozzer has
been my dentist for years, I never knew how pleasant a dental visit
could be until Dr. Tozzer became my dentist. Call Dr. Tozzer for
your next dentist appointment. You never had it so good at the
dentist until you see Dr. Tozzer.

Contact Dr. Tozzer at;

949-857-1270
New Patient Special
FREE Exam
FREE X-Rays
FREE Consultation
FREE Second Opinion

New Patient

$25 OFF
First Procedure
(Fillings & Crowns Only)

(A $187 Value)

Coupon

Coupon

Family + Cosmetic + Sedation Dentistry
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***** Please send Photos / Stories *****
Underwater photos are especially nice
If you have any ideas or want to add anything to this report please contact me at
714-969-1681 or skiphellen@earthlink.net
I will keep your information as confidential as you wish
I would like to extend a special thanks to all who have contributed to this report. Your
input has been greatly appreciated. Because of your contribution this report continues to
improve each month. I believe this report is the best report thus far. Rest assured we are
making every effort to produce the finest report of its kind in the world today. With your
help we will accomplish our goal.

ENJOY!
Be safe, good luck, good hunting and good fishing

The key is to be with the sea
Skip Hellen
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